
BIO
Susana Khabbaz: Multifaceted Painter.
Her paintings are the expression of her sensibility 
towards the beauty that´s implicit in the esthetical 
and unstructured, in the symmetrical and 
irregular, in the fusion of writing, images and 
colors, souls dancing around life looking 
–unconsciously- to be part of her works and 
finding themselves in those works in a sense of 
harmony providing light to the darkness.

Her father is lebanese and her mother is venezuelan.  Susana has lived in Venezuela, US, Italy and 
lives in Spain since more than a decade ago.
Cultural diversity as a sign of identity has been the most evident feature in Susana Khabbaz´s path.

«Painting to me is meditation, when colors and brushes direct my life, I feel that I go into a trance.»



STYLE
Susana Khabbaz’s style is a blend of her sensitivity towards humanity and a tribute to the 
woman’s universe.

She factors a rich use of color and textures.  Abstraction is an important part of her artwork, 
however Susana has her own signature style, which is easily recognizable through her main 
character «Amy».   

Amy enhances tenderness, harmony and wisdom that every woman and man on the planet have...
Amy reminds us life...  Amy was born to bring peace, understanding, love and respect to this world, 
so often beaten and wounded by insensitivity...Amy is an angel with invisible wings.

«My painting is a little rebellious... without symmetries, without  perfectly drawn lines, without rigidity, 
sometimes with very long arms to symbolize the bridges between people, or undefined faces, so that 
anybody can get identified and put his own projection into the void ones...»



PAINTING+POETRY
 (WHEN MY PAINTINGS TALK)
Each painting has a text... a message to the world. That is another personal touch we can find in 
Susana’s artwork.

What comes first?… paintings or texts?… I do not know, it is never the same, each one is like a living 
being manifesting in different ways. There are moments when words come before images, in other 
occasions images are the first to come but sometimes both images and words come together at the 
same time, and whilst brushes dance words sound inside me…
Paintings, people, women, men, children…voices, silence, life and death, they all talk to me…and 
I write with the colors.

«I paint women because I feel that they are the fertile ground where life is sown, it’s the beginning of 
everything.  A woman aware of her bright, beautiful and human side is capable of moving mountains... 
my work is to remind every woman that the power is within her.»



SELECTED WORKS

«I´d like to welcome you to a world of infinite colors and feelings. A world that fuses the ethereal and material, 
a bridge connecting us to heaven or earth depending on where we are.»



MISSION

Beyond the silence there is the serenity, that state 
of the being where we manage to connect with the 
Essence and then everything is possible.
 
We are afraid of silence, we ignore that it’s an ally, 
a faithful friend ... It is silence that allows us to 
listen to that inner voice so that we can follow the 
path that was assigned to us when we decided to 
undertake this adventure called life.

INTROSPECTION
To walk inward, to start a way back home ..., that 
is Amy’s message.
It is worth to return to the origin and take the risk 
of crossing that path, the one which will lead you 
to your own essence, to that space where nothing 
else exists but your own BEING. That is a magi-
cal space where there is no place for other than a 
majestic attention… a place where you can listen 
to yourself and observe you without judgements.
 It is a journey to the center of the Universe, it is 
the periplus of a lifetime, it is about returning to 
the beginning. Look behind…smile and be 
thankful for all the traveled road.
Amy knows that there have been many obstacles, 
picks and valleys, trials and tribulations…they 
were all great masters along the way, allowing us to 
grow up and strengthen our spirit.  You just have 
to come back to yourself…It’s now time to do it.
Most of us are sleeping in the way…, it’s worth to 
wake up and getting back on track.

SUBLIME
 
Amy shares with you her threads, her reins…
She reminds you that if you are at a crossroads 
in your life, it means that what you have before 
your eyes is nothing but a bunch of opportuni-
ties.
Keep walking, be like a permeable membrane 
allowing wisdom to come in… 
Enjoy the journey, fate happens every day.



BEING BORN AGAIN

There is a birth common to us all…Once we land 
on earth, some other births occur, those are the 
births that we sculpt with our conscience, with our 
experiences, and with our small deaths…we are not 
born just once. Have you asked yourself how many 
times you have experienced a small death inside 
your being?. When you feel awful, when you feel it 
is not worth living anymore, when you feel you´ve 
lost everything, when one more day means one more 
nightmare…calm down…it means that you will soon 
be born again.
Let Amy enlighten those cold and dark moments…
she will remind you that since your body is born and 
until it dies, you shall experience lots of changes in 
your soul…Do not curse them for they shall make 
you a WHOLE  being.

WITH COSMOS IN THE SOUL

This image reminds us we are the whole universe. We are part of it, we just 
need a connection with infinite, with all and with the nothingness. We just 
need an open heart and a pure mind. God lives inside us…sometimes we 
forget that. This image reminds us the union of the immeasurable universe 
with our endless soul.

MIDNIGHT STARS
 
There are always stars guiding our way.  Light’s 
always on but our eyes can’t see it.
There is a veil that keeps us from seeing the light 
around us. Darkness as well as gravity, they both 
make us lower our gaze and just then threads 
of light fall from the sky and flying instinct 
emerges.



CARPE DIEM

Yesterday, today, tomorrow…identical realities.
Yesterday, today, tomorrow…sometimes so far away one from another that seem to be three 
different worlds.
Yesterday, today, tomorrow…seem to merge in a sigh at times.
I beg the Universe the world focuses in living the present…the past has grown wings, the future 
is yet to come. There´s only present…everyday is today.

RELAXING TIME

When I do not run away from silence and tranquility I listen to myself and then I know who 
I am. As of that moment, I am able to understand you and peace happens.Peace sounds like 
some kind of privilege for a Nobel prize winner. Peace seems to be a word exclusively related 
to a sacred text.Amy gives us the key to peace: silence and tranquility. Let´s get rid of the noise, 
distortion, publicity invasion and the need of consumption.When you are eating, you´re just 
eating…when you are sending a message then you´re just sending a message… when you are 
taking a shower, you´re just taking a shower…when you are talking to someone, you´re just 
talking to someone…you are being present with that someone…presence, present !.
Everything starts from the same place: think, talk and do the same…if you follow that road 
you´ll get to peace !!.

WAVES

…sometimes I feel the frequencies and the waves we move on. I admit many times I swim in 
them, perceiving the world whining, the happiness, mysticism as well as the shallowness and 
deepness in every human being. There are times where straight lines head us to chaos and the 
waves lead us to infinite, possible, irrational, and unlikely paths, and to madness and love.



BLACK & WHITE

We jump from White to black without 
noticing the shades in between… Maybe 
because we don´t see the evident?, maybe 
we  don´t appreciate our lives, all the 
things we have and what we see?.

FOUR ELEMENTS

Life and death summarize here. They shape 
us from the beginning to the end, they 
witness our steps. We plant our ideals on 
earth, we flow through the infinite along 
with the water, we breathe our dreams on 
air and the tree of life blossoms again with 
the fire

COIL OF LIFE

This painting speaks and reminds us all the 
potential and strength inside every woman. 
A connection with the superior energy allows 
them being authors of masterpieces, reaching so 
many people and loving without limitations and 
conditions.



BIRTH OF A WING

Methamorphosis is happening…, a wing is born 
and thanks to it women start to fly. They elevate 
and transform after passing some time in the 
dark… They´re at the verge of universes to be 
discovered, they´re living between heaven and 
earth.

TOGETHERNESS

Amy knows that everyone is different.  She 
respects and exalts those differences... We’re 
all in the inevitable  school of life and have 
different subjects to learn. One lives better if we 
hold hands, if we support and understand each 
other...without judges.
Togetherness is not only a physical state, it is 
something that transcends the grounds of the 
soul. Amy invites you to weave strands of light 
between your heart and the rest of hearts on  
heaven and earth. 

ETHNIC FLIGHT

I do not need two suitcases to travel, I just need to be 
aware I have two wings that may take me to subtle 
worlds…



100 YEARS PLUS 1 DAY

I Heard a voice and a constant laughter telling a thousand stories, won and lost 
battles. The voice was talking about butterflies´flight and everything caterpillars 
go through before they can fly… Between one story and the other I sang a song 
and even though my eyes were still closed I heard a voice with the freshness of 
youth, with an innocence of tender colors and the joy of a child. When I finally 
opened my eyes I carefully watched and noticed that the voice came from the lady 
with gray hair; she was an old lady but seemed so much younger… so I asked her 
what her age was and she said: “I turned 100 years old yesterday so today I´m 100 
years old plus one day”. It wasn´t until that moment that I knew that youth and 
elderly are ageless.

BLUE DREAMS

When Amy dreams, she dreams in colors. One night she dreamed that life itself was dressed 
in blue… In that dream, the sky had moved to Earth and the heart of human beings had 
become the largest paradise. It was beautiful, it was a sign that allowed her to approach the 
true human nature: love. When she awoke, she began to see everyone as small pieces of 
heaven wandering around here, on this Earth.Amy knows that we all have
 forgotten that paradise dwells in our hearts…and so, when she looks at us, she’s just 
reminding us where we came from.

SEARCHING FOR THE MOON

Dark soul by night…I´m in the search for your light. I move, I follow you, I dance… 
I need your whisper and light inside me.



2018 - YVE Hotel Miami - Miami (USA). Personal exhibition - Human Nature
          - Art Palm Beach 21st Edition  - West Palm Beach, Florida (USA). (Modern&Contemporary Art Fair)
          - Centro Creación única - Alcalá de Henares (Spain).  Personal exhibition - Puzzle

2017 - Centro Creación única - Alcalá de Henares (Spain).  Personal exhibition - Between souls
          - White’s Art Gallery - Miami (USA) . Collective exhibition
          - Ecocentro - Madrid (Spain) . Personal exhibition -  Between heaven and earth
          - Hernan Gamboa Gallery - Miami (USA) . Collective exhibition
          - White’s Art Gallery - Miami (USA) . Collective exhibition

2016 - White's Art Gallery - Miami (USA). Personal Exhibition - Hearts 
          - Performance Palazzo Argenti Cecucci - Trevi (Italy) - The universe of Amy 
          - Centro Cultural Antonio Machado - Madrid (Spain) - Women of ligth 

2015 - Centro Cultural Antonio Machado - Madrid (Spain) - When women talk 
          - White's Art Gallery - Miami (USA) . Collective exhibition

2014 - Performance Rocafort - Valencia (Spain) - Amy 
          - Castle of Federico II - Melfi (Italy) - Woman Award 2014 | Will beauty save the world? 

2013 - Performance Instituto Aluna - Valencia (Spain) - The chakras 
          - Palazzo Vescovile - Melfi (Italy) - Tribute to women 
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          - Civic Museum Palazzo Donadoni - Melfi (Italy) - The Night of the Museums 

2010 - Carmen de la Guerra Galeria de Arte - Madrid (Spain) - Bridge to soul 

SELECTED EXHIBITIONS
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Email : sk@susanakhabbaz.com 

Website : www.susanakhabbaz.com

CONTACT - INFO

«Every painting that leaves my  hands to become part of your life -and I mean every single one- is made 
on the same belief: that a painting is not just a bunch of colors and shapes, but above all, my paintings are 
a part of my soul designed for ever.»


